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Ab;tmct Previous theories of the detenninants of ent:ry have emphasized profit margins, 
barriers to ent:ry and adjustment costs. Here we show that technological variables may offer 
more important explanations of the extent of ent:ry and the entrant's choice of starting a 
green:field operation or oftaking over an existing:finn An empirical test, using a sample of 
Swedish product markets, confinns that l) total ent:ry is mainly detennined by the degree to 
which potential entrants have generated technological advances or competence that can be 
brougbt to hear upon the market they enter and 2) the choice of ent:ry by green:field or 
takeover is mainly detennined by the degree to which entrants can make use of the capital 
stock in existing plants in implementing their technological advance. 
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1.lnCroduction 

Technological factors may be more important detenninants ofboth the rate of entry and the 

mode of entry (greenfield or takeover) than previously recognized. N.fany recent empirical 

studies seem to show that high profit and growth rates in an industry lead to higher rates of 

entry. These studies resemble an earlier literature, following Bain (1951), that found a elose 

correlation between profits and industry concentration. As it became increasingly elear that 

both concentration and the profit rate tend to be simultaneously determined by technological 

variables this approach grew less popular. This paper argues that the same problem afllicts 

the entry literature and studies of the entrants' choice between entry by greenfield or by 

acquisition of an existing fum 

A elassic study by Orr (1974) coneludes from cross-section estimation that net firm 

entry is related to industry profit margins and entry barriers. Hause and Du Rietz (1984) 

propose an alternative theory: rapid market growth induces entry because incumbent firms' 

costs for adjusting capita! stocks may exceed new finns' entry co~ Later studies of 

greenfield entry generally inelude industry growth rates as well as profit margins and proxies 

for barriers to entry as explanatory variables. 2 

These studies, however, tend to ignore technological variables which may give rise to 

an omitted-variables bias. 3 In fact, we find that variables such as profit margins and industry 

growth lose tmlch of their explanatory power when our measures of entrants' technological 

capability are taken in to account. This suggests that neither the structure-conduct-perfonnance 

paradigm nor the adjustment cost hypothesis provide a complete explanation of the rate of 

entry. Furthermore, many empirical studies of entry focus narrowly on new firm creation and 

neg1ect entry by takeover vvhich also makes them vulnerable to misspecification bias. 

1 Using ~loyment growth as a pro;}' for capita! growth they show, in a cross-section analy$, that industries 
with high eDl'Qlo~nt growth rates häve liicller ~ ~lant eJ!1IY. rates.This wOIk extends other sfudies of en1Iy such 
as Hause (1962), Mansfield (1962), McGucKin (I972XDuetsch (1975), Du Rietz (1975,1980), and Gorecki (1975). 

Zpor exaI1!Ple, one line of research has been to examme characteristics of entrants -such as whether entrants are 
"de novo" or films already established in otherma:ckets (see e.g. Mata, 1993; Khemani & Shapiro, 1986; Schwalbach. mn . 

3For instance, wider technol<?gical ~ in an ~ may prompt little entry if the new oppo.r:tunities 
center around a teclmology that incumbeirt fums are best suited to explöit O:m.versely, if fums in other industries. 
or university researchers are better ...... ..m.....A to exploit the new ~es then eI!åYma:y be substantial. ~,.............,; 
Jarge technOlogica! . , more o&;:"'J:'J:":'" te outside the induitiY. Since new techriolOJtical .. es ~ 
greater~~~ growlh:rmincreased R& D, it woU1d not be surprising to lind a ~ between 
these variables and the rate of en1:ry. Yet this type of analysis would fall to det:enDine the underlying cause of cbanges 
in all of these variables. 
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Industries that they record as having a low rate of entry may simply be those where entry 

more often has occurred by takeover. 

UItimately the rate of entry is determined by the entrants' individual profit prospects. 

The profitability of entry is, in tum, jointIy determined by a number of factors incIuding 

market conditions and entrant characteristics. High market profitability indicates favorable 

market conditions and can be expected to be correlated with the rate of entry. For a very 

efficient :finn entry may, however, be feasible even if market profits are low and vice versa 

for an inefficient :finn. Technological achievements giving the entrant a cost advantage has 

a direct and excIusive effect on the entrants's profits while, for instance, the benefits of 

increased market growth are shared with the incumbent finns. Unless the entrant has a cost 

advantage, quite large growth increases may be needed to induce entry. Furthermore, 

improved market conditions may be transitory in which case they may not constitute a basis 

for entry that requires sunk investments. A technological edge can a1so be temporary but may 

often be the result of a better R & D capability in which case the lead is more sustainable. 

Hence, while market profitability and market grOwth naturally can induce entry in their own 

right technological factors may be often be decisive, or perceived as decisive, for the entrant. 

The mode of entry may differ depending on factors like market concentration, 

profitability, entrant characteristics like the relative cost leveL and the value of an incumbent 

fimis assets to the entrant Green:fields and takeovers obviously have quite different effects 

on an oligopoly market. The fonner add capacity to the market thereby lowering profits in 

industries where finns compete in quantities. On the other hand, acquiring a :finn is costIyand 

nruch of the gain from less intense competition accrues to incumbent :finns. Salant, Switzer 

and Reynolds (S-S-R, 1983) analyze a similar tradeoff in amerger context and find that the 

market power benefits are small unless the merger encompasses a very large ftaction of the 

market. 4 Gilbert and Newbery (1988) examine the choice between green:field and takeover 

in a Coumot-Nash model focusing on the role of shark repellents, i.e. ex ante measures to 

counter takeover attempts, in diverting acquisition attempts to other potential targets. Our 

~ a Coumot model with linear demand and identicaI finns ~ show that J!lelEers, or carteIs, must involve at 
least 80010 of the finns to be p'ofitable. Other authors have argued that this resuIt does not obtain in more realistic 
models. Deneckere and Davldson (1985) find that the incentlves to merge are much ~er in industries with 
differentiated ~ where finns ~ in prices. Furthennore .. ~ arid Porter (985) critJzise the S-S-Rmodel 
for not ta.king capital inta account. A ~er oftwo ormore finns m the S-S-R modet doeS not resu1t in a ~er~ 
it just reduces the D1lDlber of identicaIly sized finns on the IJUirlret In the takeover vs greenfield context thiS cri1ique 
appears less serious since a takeover does reduce industry capacity as compared to a greenfield. 
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model is simiIar in spirit to Gilbert and NewberYs, but focuses instead on cost difIerences 

between finns, shifts in market demand, and the compatibility of finn technologies. 

In our model entrants are assumed to be able to transfer their technology, and cost 

leveL to the green:field operation or the acquired :finn. The model suggests that unless the 

entrant can utilize the assets of an acquired :finn, thereby reducing the cost of transferring its 

technology, the "softer competition" aspect of a takeover is not sufficient to make it more 

attractive that a green:field. Hence, asset compatibility may be a strong determinant of the 

mode of entry. 

Some empirical studies have analyzed entrants' choice of greenfield vs takeover (e.g. 

Yip, 1982; Baldwin & Gorecki, 1987; Khemani & Shapiro, 1988). In contrast to these studies 

we find that the main detenninant of the choice of takeover or green:field is the extent to 

wbich an entrant can make use of the capita! stock in an existing finn. Other studies have 

considered multinational finns mode of entry in foreign countries (Dubin, 1976; Stopford, 

1976; ~an, 1990; Andersson, Arvidsson & Svensson, 1992). These studies focus on the 

characteristics of the entrant and tend to find that large diversified companies more often 

acquire foreign finns, wbile R & D intensive finns more often enter by greenfield Our results 

suggest that this pattem may be explained by the fact that R & D intensive finns often enter 

foreign markets with more significant technological advances and therefore have less use for 

existing finns' capita! stock 

Since technological variables are usually difficult to measure we have relied on direct 

survey questions to entrants (fable l). The first question captures whether entry was 

motivated by technological advances that arose outside the product market. Not smprisingly, 

greenfield entries were more often related to technological advances than takeovers.Questions 

two and three capture asset compatibility. 
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Table l. Smvey quesnons dJat mderlie d:ae Rcl:mlogy variaHes. 

1. 'Was entry partially or entirely motivated 
by teclmological advances or competence that 
could be applied in the entered mru:ket?" 

Yes 

No 

2. "What investments costs did you incur in 
order to implement the teclmologica1 advances 
that motivated takeover?" 

Investment costs as a 
share of Capita! Stock 

3. "V/hat investment costs would you have 
incmred if you had taken over competitor X in 
order to implement the teclmologica1 advances 
that motivated takeover?" 

Investment costs as a 
share of X's capita! stock 

Greenfield
entrants 

84% 

16% 

54o/J 

l Calculated only from respondents that answered yes to question one. 

Takeover
entrants 

45% 

55% 

14o/J 

A final point in our study is that empirical studies of entry generally focus on the industty as 

the unit of observation. An industty however, in the standard statistical classifications, usually 

contains distinct product markets that often have little in COllmlOn. s Empirical tests at this 

level of aggregation would certainly fail to distinguish between growth that occurs within a 

product market and industty growth that occurs because new product markets arise. Here it 

is shown that the hypothesized relationships are considerably stronger at the product market 

level than at the industry level. 

2. GreenfieId vs mkoover in a CmBnot JmdeI 

Consider a market with n finns competing in quantities, el la Coumot There are two stages. 

First, a potential entrant decides whether to enter the market and which mode of entry to 

employ. The ownership structure in the market is assumed to stable in that incumbent finns 

Spor exanw1e, two industries at the ISIC 4-digit level are ''Radio, 1V and communication equipment and 
apparatus" and another is "Electrica1 industria1 macliinety and appmatus." 
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are not about to merge. 6 In the second stage, firms sell the goods they have produced at the 

equilibrium price, which is assumed to depend linearly on the aggregate supply. This stage 

could be thought of as surrnnarizing all future periods, given a stable market structure. 

Furthennore, we assume that marginal costs are constant and that the least efficient 

technology used in the market is readily available but not efficient enough to allow for entry 

of a new finn. The profit of a finn, say :finn i, in the market is simply given by 

(1) 

where P(Q) is the inverse demand function and Q is the aggregate quantity supplied by the 

finns. Bach finn decide on the optimal, positive, capacity, or quantity to produce, taking the 

other finns' strategies as given. Furthennore, since fums are only distinguished by their 

marginal cost level more efficient fums will also be more profitable. 

Now, consider a :finn pondering whether to enter the market. Fntry is nonnally 

assoclated with substantial investments. Establishing a new operation from scratch involves 

capital-, marketing- and organizational-investments. If the entrant chooses to acquire one of 

the incumbent fums some of that fimis assets may fit in well with the entrant's technology 

while others are worthless. 7 The entrant is asswned to be able to transfer its technology, if 

it is superior to that of the acquired finn, at some cost that depends on the degree of 

compatibility between the acquiring finn's technology and the capita! stock of the target finn. 

For simplicity we assume that the entrant wishes to implement the same cost level irrespective 

of the mode of entry. Let the set-up costs that have to be incurred to have a new unit up and 

running be denoted Ze' Let Ce be the marginal cost of the entrant. The entrant's profit when 

starting a greenfield is then given by 

<in a Coumot market P!Ofits are ~radditive implying tbat all finns in the market have incentives to merge and 
divide the monopolv J)!'Ofits. Outriglit monowlizatton IS nonnally countered by antitrust- or COlllpe1#ion-law. 
Fmth~; as S-S-'R Show it is not the case that the ptpfit of a merged subset of finns would necesSarily exceed 
the sum of me individual finn profits since the benefits of reduced competition are shared with the finns outside the 
merging group. 

1 Assets for wbich there are weil fimcti~ ~ markets ~ss some degree of ~tibilitv whether 
~y are useful to the new unit or not Specialiied investments in machineIy or human capital are more difficult to 
utilize if the):' are not in time with the new orga:nization. 

An ~ aspect of takeovers is that it allows the ac~ to enter the marlret much faster than if a new 
unit bad to be built froiil scratch. In the model ~ considerations could be ~ted as another facet of 
compatibility in tbat existing capital is worth more, relatively speaking, when speed is a prime concem. 
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(2) 

In a takeover, the entry cost is assumed to be reduced by a fraction of the acquired fimis 

assets, A2j. Entry via acquisition of course also entaiIs the direct cost of purchasing the target 

:finn. Denoting the acquisition price, aj, the entrant's profit after taking over finnj becomes 

(3) 

If one of these expressions, or both, are greater than zero entry is viable. Hence, the entrant 

prefers takeover to greenfield if the following expression is positive, provided of course that 

the takeover profit is positive. 

Letting the inverse demand function be given by P(Q) = k - Q the optimal output of finn i, 

taking other finns' strategies as given, can be written 

(5) 

where Q is the sum of all finns' output. Thus, summing qi over i and rearranging 

nk-C n 
Q = --, where c= L ej , 

1 +n ;=1 

(6) 

Hence, in equilibrium the profit for the individuaI finn is given by 

TC. = [k+C - c.r = q.2, 
I 1 +n I I 

(7) 

Substituting (7) into (4) yields an expression for d in terms of the entrant's costs, the other 

:finns' costs, the acquisition price and the compatibility factor. To simplify the analysis we 

assume that all the incumbent finns are sufficiently efficient to survive a greenfield entry. Let 

c be the cost level that gives an incumbent a zero post-green:field profit, for given C and ~ 

and let the number offinns after a greenfield be n and after a takeover n-l. 

While there are advantages to acquire an efficient finn it is also more costly. The 

incumbent finns' profits depend on whether the potential entrant does indeed enter, the mode 
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of entry - greenfield or takeover, and in the latter case which :finn is taken over. The worst 

outcome, from the incumbent finns' point of view, is a greenfield entry since that stiffens 

competition the most. Hence, the lowest price shareholders would ever tender their shares for 

is their finns post-greenfield value, aj = 1t j,GF' If the entrant can connnit to greenfield entry 

unless its favored target sells then its post-greerrfield value is the appropriate price.8 
9 If not, 

the price is determined by the properties of the bargaining game played by the entrant and the 

potential targets. (See Gilbert and NewbeIy 1988.) If the entrant can elicit competition 

between the target finns then the highest price the entrant will ever have to pay is the target's 

pre-entry profits, a j = 1t j,GF' 10 However, in most takeovers the acquiring party pays a 

premium on the purchased shares suggesting that the price may lie closer to the pre-entry 

price than the post-greenfield price. We simply assume that the acquisition price, a, is a 

weighted average of the post-greenfield- and the pre-entry- value. 

We now tum to examine in what way the costs of other fums, specifically the costs 

of a potential target firm, affects the takeover vs greenfield choice. If finns have equal cost 

and technologies are incompatible the model becomes S-S-R's Coumot example where a 

greenfield always dominates a takeover of a single :finn unless that firm is a monopolist. 

Now, suppose finns have different costs. Since firm profits depend only on aggregate 

cost, C, and the own cost level greenfield profits are independent of the distribution of costs 

among incumbent finns. Thus, a greenfield entrant is concerned about the level of competition 

on the market but less interested in the competitiveness of individual finns. The profitability 

of a takeover does, however, depend on the target :finn's cost but is independent ofhow costs 

are distributed among other finns. Let the target firm's marginal cost, Cj, be some fraction, 

y, of the aggregate cost such that Cj E [ce, C ]. The significance of the target firrn's marginal 

cost for the profitability of a takeover can now be examined, for any C. 

SIf incumbent finns can be bought at their ~-greenfield value a takeover could be viewed as a sequet!tial 
decision, involving a greenfield stage. Given that the entrant has already 0J)elled up a ~eld, will it pay to buy 
one of the other finns at the :m.ru:ket price and shut it down? This is eqtl!vaIent to 8S!cin8 whether the joint profit of 
the merged finns exceeds that of t:hese finns' individual pre-merger profits put togethei. 

9Jf a p<?tential target SUS}:lects that resistance on its part will merely make entrnnt accwire another finn (unless they 
can commit not to sell), lather that enter thn.;lugI! ~eld, then its reservation P.Jice IS as least as high as to :make 
the entrnnt is indifferent between acquiring the fuin and gJienfield, and possloly higher. 

lOSUPEOse the entrant can afford to h!lY one of the incumbent finns, reim.buJ:sing; the shareholders with the non
~ prot:J.t, and still make a profit To do this the entrant must be more efficient ihan the finn it is ~ which 
in tum means that the post-entry ~fits of the remaining finns have been reduced. Thus, any of these finnS would 
have done better if the raider woUld have acauired theni instead at any price e~ the post~ ~ts. 

The 1ikeliehood of the ~ modes ihus seem to intluence the ac~on prtce wliich in tum affects the 
entrymode decision. Losely ~ ~eld becomes more attractive, arid more 'probable", the acquisition price 
woWd go down increasing the profitabllity of a takeover and so on and so forth. 
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Proposition 1: d is strictly concave in the torget finn 's cost, y, and has an interior maximum 

on the inten;al 9 E [C(!l 0 J 

Proof In appendix. 

This suggests that moderate ly less efficient finns may be the most attractive takeover targets. 

The attractiveness of takeover as a mode of entIy thus depends on the availability of target 

finns with suitable cost characteristics. Bearing this in mind, we can define an "ideal target" 

as a hypothetica1 finn with a cost level that maximizes d. Presumably, what constitutes an 

ideal target depends on wheter the acquisition price is c10se to the target's pre-entIy or post

green:field value. 

Corollary J: The higher the cquisition price the less efficient is the ideal torget. 

Proof In appendix. 

Note that if the acquisition price equals the target's pre-takeover value then entIy cannot be 

profitable unIess the entrant has a cost advantage or the market expands, i.e. k increases. 

Furthermore, unIess the buyer can improve finn performance a takeover cannot be profitable. 

However, that a takeover is viable does not irnply that it is more attractive than a green:field 

Proposition 2: Absent technological compatibility, A = 0, (i) greenfield dominates acquisition 

at pre-entry prices, but (ii) at post greenfield prices acquiring a finn with an intennediate cost 

level may be more attractive than a greenfield investment. 

Proof In appendix. 

This suggests that unIess the entrant can acquire the target finn below its CUITent value or that 

finn's capita! stock is valuable to the entrant green:field is generalIyamore attractive mode 

of entry. Acquisitions where the shareholders are offered the current value of the firm, and 

perhaps a premium on top of that, are in this model attributed to the entrant's ability to ex:ploit 

the target fimis capita! stock. We proceed by stating the intuitively obvious - namely: 
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Proposition 3: lnereased teehnologieal eompatibility, ~ in a market (i) favors takeovers and 

(ii) makes more efficient finns more attractive targets. 

Proo!" (i) The first c1aim is obvious. (ii) Note that A enters linearly in the entrant's post

takeover profit. Hence, in any pairwise comparison between potential targets an increase in 

A will make acquisition of the mare efficient target correspondingly mare attractive. 

When an entrant brings a fundamentally new technology, or product, to the market the 

existing capacity is likely to be significantly less interesting, i.e.A is low. Hence, pioneering 

high-tech finns should be more prone to expand through greenfield For higherA takeovers 

may be more attractive than greenfield even at pre-entry prices. We conc1ude this section with 

examining the effects of market demand, k, and the entrant's costs, Ce> on the choice of entry 

mode. 

Proposition 4: lnereased market demand, k, makes greenfields (acquisition of an ideal target) 

relatively speaking, more profitable at pre-entry (post-green field) prices. 

Proposition 5: Lower entront eosts, CI!) makes greenfields (acquisition of an ideal target) 

relatively spea/äng, more profitable at pre-entry (post-green field) prices. 

Proofs: In appendix. 

Oearly, increased market demand as weIl as lower entrant costs makes entry mare profitable. 

The effect on the entry mode decision, however, depends on the pricing assumption. Pre-entry 

prices are mare favorable to greenfields than are post-greenfield prices and vice versa for 

takeovers. 80th increased market demand and lower entrant costs reinforce these differences 

in relative profitability. So, if finns are priced at their pre-entry value the effect is that 

greenfields become rela1ively more profitable. However, in the absence of technologica1 

compatibility greenfields dominate takeovers at pre-entry prices. Provided there is some 

variability in technological compatibility it seems likely that this may be a mare important 

factor in determining the mode of entry at pre-entry prices. 
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3. En:Prical analysis 

There has been avivid discussion of alternative entry measures - such as the absolute numher 

of finns (Khemani & Shapiro, 1986) - and there is currently no agreement on which measure 

is best. Here entIy is measured by the ratio of employment in new finns, not previously 

established on the product market hefore or finns taken over by an entrant at the end of a 

period, to total industIy employment at the beginning of the period. Since entIy occurs in two 

varieties, greenfield and takeover, we have two entry measures, Eg and E t. ll 12 l3 

As dependent variables in estimation we use total entry E = LN(Eg + E t) and the 

proportion of greenfield entry G = LN(E/(E g + E J). In each regression the dependent 

variable is a vector of 218 obSeJ.Vations, each from one product market. The product markets 

are a representative selection from Swedish industIy in 199(Y.4 The data were collected for 

a time period of IS years from 1976 to 1990. The definition ofproduct markets starts at the 

ISIC seven digit-Ievel, and then groups products together into one product market ifthey are 

closely related in the sense that they can be produced using largely the same machinery and 

skillS.15 For each product market all Swedish finns are accounted for, including firms that 

enter during the lS-year period (1976-1990) for which data were collected.16 1he variables 

are described in table 2. 

Most studies use alarger number of explanatory variables. Here we focus on the 

variables that are used in nearly all studies (product market gro~ profit rate, mininmm finn 

size and R & D intensity) in order to show how these interact with our technologicaI 

11 The results could be affected by the fact that entIy is weUilited by em:ployment. Presumably an entrant taking 
over a fum may take over many more employees thari he wowd cm1ploy if he started a greenfield opemtion. 10 
check this we 8nal~ entry also at the fiim levet, estimate a logit model with greenfield and takeover taking the 
values O and l respectively. lbis led to quite similar results. 

12 Greenfield here ~ both fums that actually build a new plant and fums that have e~ plants (that 
produpe for other oroduct märkets), but that make significant new investments in machines and marketing chanilels 
m order to enter tfte new product rilatket. 

13 Unity is added to the number of entmnt ~lo~s before ca1culatir!g E. and E t. This follows a procedure 
suggested by Khemani and Shapiro (1986) in omer to deal with industries in Which no entry 0CCUJred. 

14 The data were collected :from two surve~ conducted at the lndustrial Institute for Economic and Social 
Research in Stockho~ the PJanniI.tg survey coriducted by the Fedemtion of Swedish ~ ~es' annual 
~, ~y re~tion recordS and the cartel register. A more detailed description of the åatabäse is available 
in Fö1ster & Peltzman (1993). 

15 As an example, different kinds of aIuminum profiles would fall into one product ma:dcet, while different types 
of software would not 

16 In total 626 are in the database. There are 132 greenfield entrants and 194 finns are affected by takeover. 
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variables. Table 2 also shows the signs of coefficients our theoretical reasoning would lead 

us to expect. 

Bach variable represents an average over a number of years. For the initial OLS 

regressions the variables are lS-year averages. For subsequent first-difference regressions the 

variables are seven-year averages. The point of using averages of fairly long time periods is 

to capture the employment effect that entrants generate in the years subsequent to entry. Such 

simple OLS regressions are shown in table 3, but they should be treated with caution. For 

these regressions all variables are in logs which is possible here since all variables are 

positive. 

Talie 2. VarlaIies and descriptive statisucs. 

Variable Description Mean Std dev Total entry Greenfield 

1; Share of employees in pen::ent affected 
by entry by takeover, per annum 5.1 5.6 

Eg Share of employees in pen::ent in 
greenfield entrant finns, per annum. 2.7 2.8 

PG Product matket growth as index of new 
employees relative to initiallevellOO. 106.9 3.45 + + 

PM Profit rate17 0.23 0.46 + + 

MF Minimum finn sizel8 115.6 122.1 ? 

RO R & D intensity as percent of value added 4.15 3.11 ? ? 

TA Entry motivated by technological advance. 0.32 0.39 + ? 

Te Entrant's need to invest, lack of compatibility 0.64 0.43 ? + 
with existing finns' capital stock 

Simple OLS regressions seem to confinn the hypothesis that technological shifts are 

more important than profits, entry barriers or adjustment costs in explaining the relationship 

between entry and growth. In regression (2) and (4) the explanatory variables profit margin, 

employment growth and R&D-intensity lose much of their size and significance when the 

technology variables TA and Te are included. 

17 Gross rate of return for the p!!)duct :mru:ket This is calcu1ated as the total activity value added less wages and 
salaries divided by the product märl<et capita! stock. 

18 Average number of employees of entrants during their first two years. 
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Naturally a variety of econometric issues such as heteroscedasticity, unobservables and 

measurement error arise. The use of ratios (entry employment to total employment) has the 

advantage of minimizing heteroscedasticity since all variables are nonnalized by size. 

Heteroscedasticity is partly due to the fact that the entry ratios are constrained to be positive, 

and in part due to the fact that a smaIler number of product markets have very high growth 

rates. This problem could be addressed with regression methods that correct for 

heteroscedasticity, for example using Harvey regression as Hause and DuRietz (1984) do. 

Talie 3. 0lS regression panunerer estimares for new finn entty. 

Dependent variables 
Independent (l) (2) (3) (4) 
variable E E G G 

Constant 0.26** 0.27** -0.17* -0.19** 
(0.036) (0.026) (0.03) (0.025) 

PG 0.54** 0.13* 0.25** 0.001 
(0.14) (0.08) (0.09) (0.014) 

PM 0.41** 0.11* -0.06 -0.05 
(0.11) (0.07) (0.09) (0.10) 

MF -0.07 -0.06 -OJ5** -0.15* 
(0.12) (0.1) (0.09) (0.08) 

RO 0.02 0.06 0.15** 0.005 
(0.9) (0.08) (0.04) (0.03) 

TA 1.83** 0.01 
(0.09) (0.14) 

TC 0.4 2.1** 
(OJ) (0.15) 

R2 0.47 0.68 0.58 0.71 

Note that* and ** indieate significance at the 10% and the 5% percent level respectively. 

Another possibility of partially solving the problem would be to use a Tobit analysis 

on firm level data19 These approaches, leave other, even more important problems unsolved. 

In fact, studies of entry have generally ignored problems of unobservable fixed industry 

19 Mata (1993) bas not discovered any ~ heteroscedastie!tY after ~ Tobit in his data of en1ly rates 
in ~. Possibly this can be exp1aineQ by the fäet that most prodUct marlrets m Portugal are growing rapidly 
leading to a more even infIow of greenfield entry. 
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effects. Here we can address this problem because we have been able to divide the sample 

period into two periods of seven years each, Using differenced estimates removes the fixed 

industry effects that are usually cause problems in cross-section analysis. 

Further, ~ variables must be expected to contain some measurement error. This could 

be due to reporting error or time aggregation effects, but it can also be due to the 

heterogeneity across product nakets in the sample. &Tors due to the heterogeneity of the data 

sample can, to the extent that they are permanent and additive be controlled for by using 

differenced estimates wbich remove fixed finn effects. Pure data recording errors should be 

less of a problem because the employment figures we use tend to be quite accurate. We could 

use an instrumental variable approach using lagged independent variables as instruments, but 

this would also remove the contemporaneous correlation between entry and growth. This 

contemporaneous relationship between entry and growth as weIl as other independent 

variables is clearly a sinrultaneous effects. Trivially, greenfield entry adds to growth directly, 

although that may be offset by other finns exiting. More significantly, entrants presmnably 

often enter because they have product or productivity-increasing ideas. Thus entry is likely 

to stinmlate growth regardless ofwhether it occurs as greenfield investment or as a takeover. 

The sinrultaneity is however not a tmYor problem here since our main aim is to show that the 

correlation between growth and entry is significantly affected by taking account of exogenous 

technological variables. 

To ameliorate the problems discussed we estimate regressions with the variables 

specified as first differences between two time periods, 1977-1983 and 1984-1990. The 

equation estimated then has the foIlowing fonn 

8 

ilE = ao + L aj Il xj + u 
;"1 

In this specification a Breush Pagan Lagrange multiplier test indicates that heteroscedasticity 

disappears altogether. Table 4 shows the estimated coefficients. Further a Hausman type test 

indicates that the relationships in regressions (2) and (4) are not misspecified, while the 

regressions (l) and (3) are rejected. This confinns that ignoring technologica1 variables biases 

the results. 
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Talie 4. ors regressions - fust differences. 

Dependent variables 
Independent (1) (2) (3) (4) 
variable AE AE AG AG 

Constant 0.03 0.07* -0.02 -0.09* 
(0.026) (0.0048) (0.03) (0.025) 

0.26* 0.14 0.13* -0.004 
(0.21) (0.09) (0.012) (0.016) 

APM 0.23* -0.02 -0.05 0.03 
(0.18) (0.011) (0.11) (0.13) 

AMF -0.12 0.08 -0.15 -0.05 
(0.25) (0.19) (0.19) (0.17) 

-0.04 O.oI 0.10 0.02 
(0.21) (0.18) (0.07) (0.08) 

ATA 1.53** 0.06 
(0.14) (0.12) 

ATC 0.22 1.61** 
(0.41) (0.29) 

R2 0.27 0.39 0.24 0.43 

Finally, table 5 shows the consequences of using product rrmkets rather than industries 

as the unit of observation. The product markets in our sample come from 22 industries at the 

ISIC four-digit level. Aggregating our product markets within each ofthese industries yields 

the results shmvn in table 5 in levels and first differences. Oearly the correlations are much 

weaker. In first differences nothing is significant, although the coefficients are of the right 

SIgn. 
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TaNe 5. OlS regression at dle indttitty leveL 

Dependent variables 
Independent (1) (2) (3) (4) 
variable E G .o.E AG 

Constant 0.21** 0.12* 0.03 -0.01 
(0.10) (0.04) (0.03) (0.020) 

PG 0.16* 0.02 
(0.10) (0.04) 

PF 0.13* 0.04 
(0.08) (0.06) 

MF -0.07 -0.15 
(0.14) (0.16) 

RO 0.06 0.07 
(0.07) (0.08) 

TA 0.62** 0.06 
(0.22) (0.09) 

TC 0.33 0.88** 
(0.29) (0.25) 

0.07** -0.01 
(0.011) (0.016) 

.o.PF -0.02 0.08 

(0.21) (0.26) 

.o.MF -0.04 0.001 
(0.051) (0.032) 

0.005 0.01 
(0.07) (0.08) 

.o.TA 0.33* 0.09 
(0.23) (0.25) 

.o.TC 0.11 0.64** 
(0.24) (0.27) 

R2 0.29 0.21 0.24 0.l9 
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4. Conclusions 

We have argued that it is plausible that technologica1 aspects may be more important 

determinants of entry that what seems to have been previously recognized. Furthennore, our 

simple model of the choice of entry mode indicates that technologica1 compatibility may play 

a significant role in this decision, especially if acquisition prices are high, in the sence that 

an entrant nrust pay the target finn's pre-entry value or even a premium 

The empirica1 analyses confinn that technologica1 variables are important determinants 

of both the rate of entry and the choice of entry by greenfield or takeover. The regressions 

show that ignoring these variables can significantly bias the results. Total entry is primarily 

affected by the degree to which outsiders acquire technology that can be implemented in the 

market they enter. The choice of entry by takeover or greenfield is primarily detennined by 

the degree of technologica1 compatibility between incmnbents' capital stock and the 

technology that the entrant plans to implement. 

This suggests that nmch of the empirica1 literature on entry may need to be 

reexamined. Certainly interpretations of resu1ts in many studies that high profits or high 

growth cause a higher rate of entry would seem to be nmch exaggerated. 
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4. Appendix 

Proof of Proposition 1: Letting ej = re d can be written 

d = [k+(l-Y)C c r- [k+C - cer- a[k+C-Ce YCf- (l-aI k+C - YCr (Al) 
n e n+l n ln+l 

where a = O represents post-greenfield and a = 1 pre-entIy pnces. Straightforward 
differentiation yields 

~ = 2+ !( k+(1 ~y)C - c.) + U( k+~ -c. YC) + (1-U)( ~:~ -YC)] (Al) 

and 

&d = 2cil.. -1] < O ay2 n2 
(AJ) 

which establishes concavity. Evaluating d and its first derivative in G = Ce and G = 'j (the 
highest c compatible with positive output) we see that the first derivative in G = Ce is strict1y 
positive whereas the others are strict1y negative. Hence, there is a unique interior maxinn.urD 

Proof of Corollary 1: Using the first order condition, (A2) equal to zero, the effect ofa on 
y can be derivid implicitly. Differentiating (A2) with respect toa yields 

&d = 2J k+C-ce -yC _ (k+C -YC)] = 2C(k+C -c) > O. (A4) 
adaa ~l n n + 1 n n + 1 e 

Since (A3) is negative the the effect ofa on y is positive. D 

Proof of Proposition 2: (i) The maximmn of d at pre-entIy prices, Le. a = 1, is obtained by 
setting (A2) equal to zero and substituting it into (Al). This can be shown to be strict1y 
negative. (ii) Repeating the same procedure fora = O yields that there are y such that d is 
positive. D 

Proof of Proposition 4 and 5: The derivative of d with respect to k, givena = 1, can be after 
some rearrangement be written as 

ad = 2 [(n 2-1)(c.-Ce) - n-4 k+C -ce)J < O 
ak n2(n+l) J \n+l 

It is negative since G must be less than (k+C)/(n+ 1) in order for :fum j to have a positive 
output after a greenfield Now, consider a = o. Using that (A2) equals zero for and ideal 
target the corresponding derivative can now be expressed as 
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ad = l1 k
+

C -eJ> O ak ~2tn+l 'j • 

Similarly, the derivative of d with respect to ~ is given by 

ad = 2[(k+c-ej _e!.!._1) -(k+Ci -e X_I -1) - (l_a:)(k+C -e. X_l )]. (A7) 
ac n e n n+I e n+I n+l J n+l 

e 

The marginal cost of the ideal targetwhen a = l can easilybe shown to be ej = (n+I)(k+C). 
Using this and insering a = 1 expression (A 7) can be demonstrated to be strictly positive. 
Proceeding the same way for a = 0, i.e. using the first order condition for the ideal target, 
it is straigthforward to show that (A7) now is strictly negative. D 


